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DIARIT

Sup

is a chain of various softwares following the concept of ”system of systems”. It

interconnects hardware and software layers dedicated to in-situ monitoring of structures or

critical components. It embeds data assimilation capabilities combined with specific Physical or

Statistical models like inverse thermal and/or mechanical ones up to the predictive ones. It aims at

extracting and providing key parameters of interest for decision making tools. Its framework

natively integrates data collection from local sources but also from external systems [1, 2].

DIARIT

Sup

is a milestone in our roadmap for SHM Digital Twins research framework. Furthermore,

it intends providing some useful information for maintenance operations not only for surveyed

targets but also for deployed sensors.

Thanks to its Model-view-controller (MVC) design pattern, DIARIT

Sup

can be extended, customized

and connected to existing applications. Its core component is made of a supervisor task that

handles the gathering of data from local sensors and external sources like the open source

meteorological data (observations and forecasts) from Météo-France Geoservice [4] for instance.

Meanwhile, a recorder manage the recording of all data and metadata in the Hierarchical Data

Format (HDF5) [6]. HDF5 is used to its full potential with its Single-Writer-Multiple-Readers feature

that enables a graphical user interface to represent the saved data in real-time, or the live

computation of SHM Digital Twins models [3] for example. Furthermore, the flexibility of HDF5

data storage allows the recording of various type of sensors such as punctual sensors or full field

ones. Finally, DIARIT

Sup

is able to handle massive deployment thanks to Ansible [5] automation tool

and a Gitlab synchronization for automatic updates. An overview of the developed software with a

real application case will be presented. Perspectives towards improvements on the software with

more component integrations (Copernicus Climate Data Store, etc.) and a more generic way to

configure the acquisition and model configuration will be finally discussed.
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